
Creating PDF e-reader content
within the Creative Circle
web CMS

PDF documents can be posted to your web site for a variety of uses. While most
commonly used for e-editions, special sections and print advertising displayed
online.

The process for creating PDF e-readers is the same for each content type.

To begin, be sure to have a valid PDF document on hand and ready to upload. When you’re
ready, log into the CMS, and begin by creating a new piece of content of the appropriate content
type. In SITE CONTENT, pick the tab across the top for the content type you want to create and
then click the CREATE NEW button at the bottom of that list view. In this example, we will be
setting up an e-edition, but again, the process is identical for all PDF content.

Within the form, PDF content is configured similar to how you would format a regular piece of
editorial content. Give the item a title, then you can add a subhead, overline or any other text
fields as you prefer. You can categorize or assign the item to its appropriate subsites as
applicable, and give it the appropriate publish date information.

The primary difference is that e-edition content is usually not given any textual body content,
though if provided, it will appear below the e-reader widget when viewed on the website. On
most sites, we also don’t assign e-editions to categories.





Once these basic settings have been entered, upload your PDF document by clicking the
“Manage Attachments” link in the “Attachments” section in the right column of the form. Browse
to the “Upload” tab, and upload your PDF document, as you would a photo or any media
attachment.

Once your PDF document has successfully uploaded, click the “Attachments” tab to bring up the
full list of media. From here, make sure that the “Files” checkbox is selected, in the list of media
types along the top.

The CMS will generate two items for every PDF document - it stores a copy of the actual PDF
as a file, and it also creates an image of the first page of the document. You want to select and
attach both of these and click the “Attach” button.



Once you’ve saved the attachments, save the story form and you’re done! When you preview
the content, you should see the e-reader display in the main body of the item.



You should be able to use this method any type of PDF content. If you find any part of this
process not to be operational as described above, please contact support.

Thanks for taking the time to review this method for posting PDF e-reader content to your
website.
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